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November 27, 2006
This issue of the Grand Valley Lanthom is a
collection of art and literature created by
members of the Grand Valley State University
community. As an opportunity to showcase the
many varying talents held within the university,
the Literary Edition is comprised entirely of
student-made works.
Due to an increasingly large number of entries,
all of those submitted were not able to be
published. However, a range of entries are
featured in categories including poetry, prose,
short story, photography, illustration and art and
design.
Winners in each category will be awarded a
$100 prize. They will be selected by Grand
Valley Lanthom staff and GVSU faculty
members and announced in Thursday's issue.
•

The Grand Valley Lanthorn will return to its regular content on Thursday.
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KISMET
By Greg M. Schumaker
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We could have boarded this Titanic
knowing full well that your plans,
your forthcoming departure next year,
would be our iceberg, dead ahead
Yet we could have seen the shores
of distant lands while walking the deck,
held hands throughout the endless days
en route we thought we’d forever have.
We would have danced, sang,
enjoyed our lives all at sea.
in that certain block of mortal time
when plans were just the sequelunanticipated. unnecessary even,
and hundreds of pages away.

|

We could have forgotten our destination,
that faraway land we bought
through the tempestuous pictures
of magazines and brochures,

GULL ISLAND

By Matthew Voigbj

and just breathed the cold Atlantic air,
warmed our bodies next to each other,
never saying a word about April,
a month now synonymous with doom.
We could have boarded this Titanic
and hoped to catch a lifeboat together,
concocted a way to bypass kismet
when the ocean finally got her way.
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ODE TO MICROSOFT WORD

Yet here we stand at the dock,
the sun is shining, folks are waving,
the seagulls seem like confetti in the sky.
and our bags are packed with weeks unborn.

1

By Tara Cavanaugh
$

OH. Word
You and your words.
you mouthy little sonofagon, you.

Life is so feeble to live so dangerously,
it's really only done in the moviesthis is what we have decided
with our hands at our sides.

yeah that’s right, capitalize that
and proudly plague me with your red and green squiggles.
you are a perpetual Christmas jingle,
cheery IcheeryIcheery!

our minds angrily killing our
haphazard notions of the impossible
as our ship sails away with a moan,
our feet firmly planted on the ground.

so I'll p a Iron i z e your acrobatic paper clip friend
who overcaffinatedlyclucks his metal tongue at my! use of s
I
don’t
want
bulletpoints!

pa ce

AutoFormat.AutoText.AutoSummarizef?!).
AutoNothanks
can I Shift-F7 F U?
Sigh. X
close.
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At the lanthorn, we strive to bring you the most accurate news
possible If we make a mistake, we want to make it right If you
find any errors of fact in the lanthorn, let us know by calling
(616) 331*2464 or by e-mailing editortal#lanthorn com.
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By Dennis LaGorio

ABEYANCE
Hi. My name is Fred I’m
dead I know that because for
the past eternity, the odor of
rotting flesh and damp black
dirt has invaded my nostrils.
I’ve tried to find my way
through the opuque blackness,
but each time I will my body
to move I urn met only with
pxcrucinting pain. Then I stop
frying to move and realize
I've been slabbed with a
million sharp knives. I don't
know where the knives are or
who’s stabbing me. I can’t see
anything, no matter how hard I
Iry. Then my eyes begin to hurl
ko I close them before they
get pecked out by the unseen
trows.
•' Sometimes I think I hear
voices. Like now. Listen. Do
you hear them? can’t tell w here
Ihey're coming from. In front
of me somewhere. I think.
jThey sound so far away. Once
)n a great while I think they’re
fight in front of me — only
g few feel away. Hut they’re
folding something in front of
fheir mouths. They don't want
«ne to hear That’s when I go
crazy. I try to get to them, to
touch them if I can Then the
knives find me
J Do you hear the voices?
iThey’re coming closer. Maybe
Jwe can find them together,
j Wait ... be quiet.
f’Ahhhgggg!" The knives! The
knives! They never stop! They
lave no mercy for me! There!
The knife! Do you see it?The
light reflects off of it. making
ne nervous. No! It’s my own
weapon ... coming toward me.
I know the man behind the
slade; the head of the king’s
royal guard, Sir William
Morgan.
“Time to stop messing
around. Fredrick of Lond It's
Lime for duty.” Sir Morgan
Bays to me. holding out my
mife.’ I take the weapon’*
neticulously carved hilt in my
land and place the blade into
he sheath hidden beneath my
unic.
_ I glance toward my target
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ROYAL ALBERT BRIDGE

By Kaitlin Lomphere

— a plank of wood painted
with a bright red target at its
center. A deep hole the size
of my dagger penetrates the
target's middle.
There are seven other
knights standing around me.
watching me practice. They arc
dressed as I am; white trousers,
a sheathed sword with a silver
hilt, and a dark blue tunic with
the king’s crest embroidered in
sliver.
“As you all know tonight
is one of ;he tri-annual royal
bails We will be escorting the
king. I trust none of you will
disappoint me.” Sir Morgan
says.
The other guards and I
stand quickly in formation:
2 lines of 4, with Sir Morgan
leading us to a side door. We
enter a guard room with rough
wood walls. The only furniture
is a desk and a few chairs. Sir
Morgan acknowledges the
guards there before leading
us through another door, and
then into a maze of corridors
and empty rooms whose dark
corners shine with the glory of
wealth. The walls are covered
in red. blue, and purple fabric.
The dark chests and tables
shine in the candlelight The
glare of the reflection, the dull
light from the candles, and the
haze of smoke all combine to
make my head droop and my
eyelids feel heavy.

crawls
on
Time
immeasurably in this journey
of smoke. I feel short of
breath.
We’re here. Sir Morgan raps
his leather gauntlet against
dark double doors made from
some foreign wood, the grain
starkly evident under the chilly
stain. Both doors open wide
to reveal a young servant girl
garbed in a simple white dress.
She bows low to Sir Morgan,
her long brown hair sweeping
against the dark wood floors.
Into the empty room, Sir
Morgun announces. “King
Necrosis, your royal guard has
arrived.”
Three guards, dressed as I,
appear around the opened door.
They bow in synchronized
fashion, and walk out the
double doors and down the
dim hallway. Now I protect the
king My breath comes short. I
must resist the urge to cough.
Across the room, a wide
white door opens slowly. Out
steps the king. A golden vest
patterned with red and a billowy
white hide His Majesty's torso.
The tight white trousers bring
attention to his gold shoes. His
bejeweled crown sits straight
on his shimmering mane of
dark brown curls. The many
rings that decorate his fingers
make his hands look deformed
from this distance.
The king steps into our

OPEN TIL 3AM THIS WED! That * Right, we it t*
open until 3am to celebrate the BIGGFST Bai Niqht of the Year*
Alter all the other bars close ... We ll still be partying'

//7u\k$y
Open Thursday from 8pm-4am!
Can't gat enough of ThanksgMng dinner? Wei be throwing
H aN into our Wresting Ring and lotting the girts fight over
who gets dessert' T GMKG nffSTUNG STARTS • MIDNIGHT

formation and we once again
wander the maze of corridors.
The smoky haze engulfs my
senses and makes the quiet
conversation
between the
king and Sir Morgan lost to
me. Slowly. I force myself
to ignore the smoke and the
glare of the dark wood and
glistening gold.
Everything makes its own
shadow in this palace. Each
corner holds its own secret,
every drapery its own mystery.
I try to peer into a half-closed
door, determined to find
something beyond its depths
of darkness. I hear footsteps.
I hear voices; loud, clear and
shouting.
I draw my dagger and
send it into the dark of the
doorway. The blade reflects all

the shades of the candlelight overwhelming stench of death.
as it flies through the air and Another assassin comes toward
squarely hits its mark. The me. a mace swinging from his
assassin’s body falls slowly mutilated, skeletal hand.
out of the doorway, dropping
A glint catches the comer
its weapon, my knife buried of my eye. A knife! My knife:
deep between the eyes.
shimmering
with
blood.
Another assassin steps out Hurtling toward me through
from behind a long scarlet the air. Everything goes black.
window curtain, and another
There! Do you hear them?
from behind a full-size Just there. I can almost reach
tapestry. I hear movement them. They are only feet away.
from the corridor behind me. Help me! Help me!
How had they gotten in?
Do you feel that? That
I turn quickly and draw shortness of breath? That
my sword, ready to defend dizziness? If only 1 could
my lord. The men continue see; the walls would be
to appear from shadows and pitching, tumbling, rolling.
walls. From nothing. They’re The
impenetrable
black
surrounding us.
nothingness.
I kill the nearest man.
I can’t breath. Help me! My
dressed
in
black
with lungs... there is no air! Where
rotting teeth, bringing an am I?
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ME AND BILLY.

By Danielle Monroe

let me tell you the difference
between me and billy
when the damned get pushed
beneath dirt and disregard
he'll give them his white while
of deliberation, do his part
and introspect the meaning and election value
of those terms he speaks eloquent
then leave
askin’ jesus to give them peace
me. I’ll try to alter
the unalterable, stay beside a body
beggin god and nature to whisper in a second chance
a wasted mission missing from
those who kiss my naive nipple
and seduce me into reverence
billy was an alluring aura
who made ambivalence look like inability
but damn did it look good
the corrupted corpulence tried
to swallow the world and spit out a rind.
to feed the mind with
the weight of air caressing the careless
unsacrificing nature of our countrymen and ladies

LIVE FROM NEW YORK

By Dovid Soukup

I
1

because it is so much lighter
and see. this is where billy and me split
'cause when that slick muddy bare blues
was trudging out his mouth
i knew enough to move,
watch from a safe distance of unreasonable rationale
i stand stanng up his nose hairs watching his steam tum my breath sour

By Lindsey Droger

HOUDINI

At 3 a.m. I excuse myself to go to the restroom while everyone stays seated
on our plaid couch debating whether or not the government should draft women
and defining ways to combat the population paradox. I lock the door and fall back
into my familiar routine; I shower, stealing the only restroom in our apartment for
seventeen minutes emerge with wet hair, red skin. I leave the bathroom misty. I use
your soap.
I heard once Yin is dark, is feminine, is sad. When I open the door, my towel
loose and dipping low in the back, one of my secret black hole moles is visible. I’m
dnpping like a sweating glass of water. There’s a ring around the spot where I stand
and for a moment all eyes are on me.
At 8 a.m. everyone drinks our decaf and leaves. You tell me what you think
these routine showers mean and I shake my head in disappointment. I say that if I
decide to believe they are in fact some physical manifestation of the need to cleanse
my filthy soul and their odd timing an epiphany of divine intervention, you have
to promise that you will tell that kid in your COM class that not every symbol in
Modernist literature is phallic.
When you roll your eyes and display your middle finger, I walk into the bathroom
and take off my clothes because you just don't see. I heard once it was all about
perception.
If I thought you would understand. I would tell you that I want to adopt the
little boy with the toy bomb in that Diane Arbus photograph, or else some other
misunderstood child who has lost a hand, maybe, or sight, possibly conventional
perceptions of sanity??

By Tim Oliphont

INTELLIGENCE

And that’s what I’m thinking when I leave to take those hot showers at 3 a m.,
drunk and a little neurotic. Not sex or pollution or god. just some black and white
projection of the truth, blonde with an queer expression and ancient, knobby knees,
holding a plastic grenade.

f\$Qolusion
r SERVICES
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MY ETERNAL
By Undo A. Sullivan

My Eternal
(not eternal by way of spending forever in a perfect paradise, bow
ing at the Father's feet...
... in praise and adoration, but in the
temporal sense of eternal; always (no Barbie doth or dressing up. just
carnivals that smelled like beer and soccer games and softball bats or
baseball caps and ponytails], now /sitting on playground swings, just
like always, discussing judgment at the end of the world — swinging
feet that brush the woodchips know that we 're only trying to reconcile
distancing beliefs]. and. well, forever fin my mind of twenty, holding a
long -stemmed lily bouquet or the long white train of my gown as I kiss
a man she may not even know/)
Best Friend —

Her Being
( while quite solid, builtfor a fight or more appropriately, for a homerun,
and quite tangible, as it's grown out of its tomboy mud stains, skinned
knees, and tennis shoes into its graceful curves set between heels and
highlights, and quite real, once / span on car-less foot the nine-hundred
miles into the blue and white pride of Lexington, Kentucky from my
farmland expanse of a place called Allendale on the west side of the
slate that waves its mittenedhand — goodbye
... to her)
Is Elusive.

STREET PERFORMER
By Dennis LoGorio

This Title
(which never — as I think about it — was given a direct definition:
it just developed itself from bodies strewn outside open locker doors
and birthday gifts that matched or embarrassed in the right ways or
Slurpees from the comer store, rumbling laughter shaking the library
walls, orange marker smearing across perfect posters, catch phrases
flying over heads of our peers, generating smites alike and notes to
pass in class — no one ever limited or truncated the "best ", similarly
no one ever copyrighted the title ''forever", but no one also said that its
meaning couldn Y change )
Slowly Wanes.

LATE SUMMER
In the late summer
I lie on a bed made of
dirt, pine needles, sticks and
leaves. Far from the pollution of
city lights a map of the Milky Way
is spread out over my head. The radiant
centaur, Sagittarius, has his bow drawn,
ready to shoot an enemy star; just to the
south his crown. Corona Australis, has
mysteriously plummeted from his head.
Lyra softly plays her music; if I listens closely
I can hear her gentle notes. It is late summer
and they have joined the Big and Little Dipper
with their twinkling lights. The Fruit Moon
illuminates the earth, causing shadows to slither
from the trees, dancing as the breeze moves
them. Slipping out of my sleeping bag my bare
feet make no sound as I creep away from the
shimmering coals of the expired tire. The others
sleep soundly as I make my way towards the
field chasing my slender shadow. The earth is
cool and damp; my ankles bathe in the dew that
laces the grass and wild (lowers in the field.
Slowly my feet pad down to the lake, slipping
past strangers asleep in their tents; deep throaty
snores reverberate through the thin walls of their
lodging. Across the field a horse snorts and
stomps as I slide my feet into the lake, my toes
break the firm sand and wiggle their way into
the grittincss that carpets the bottom of the lake.
Small waves bounce off my legs as a breeze
propels the scent of pine trees across the lake.
The brilliance of the moon expands the lake,
pale blue light refracting off the water into
my face. Returning to the field I gaze up
at the lights twinkling down at me. slowly
I spin. Round and round I whirl,
breaking out of my spiraling motion
I begin to dance. As the others dream
on. my shadow and I dance
through the held as crickets
and peepers serenade
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A POEM FOR EVERY DAY EXCEPT TUESDAY
By Ryan McClees

Monday: You suit the work week. In other
cultures you even begin the calendar week.
Most curse your name
as you end the weekend and begin the long week
ahead. You are the yin to our yang
Wednesday: Hump Day; the mid week breath
You're the peak
of our weekly climb. Sighs of relief escape as
your light fades, knowing the final half of the week
will pass like a sleepy autumn.
Thursday: Thirsty Thursday to be exact. College students
toast to you high, before hitting the floor.
And you are the tease
to the working man; tormenting him with ideas
of the upcoming weekend
Friday: TG1F. You seem to crawl at a snail's slow
pace. You bnng paychecks and fun on a long night.
You are the umbrella drink
on a long, hot summer's night.
Saturday: You start off our weekend right.
Working or resting, you are the bright spot
in our dreary week. Check out lanes and beach sand.
painting and bonfires.
mowing and matinees.

By Tim Oliphanf
V

Sunday: The day of rest. You have two set rituals
church and football You begin with hope
and end with despair For Monday looms
thunderously close
like an oncoming storm.
But among all these days. Tuesday holds the least
in its hands. It is the bastard child of the week.
A broken condom from a drug induced riot
gave birth to you.
Only another day of the work week.
You have no special talents nor any coordination.
That is why no one writes poems about Tuesdays.

i

i
i
i
i
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A sudden, sweeping gesture with
his left hand brought my attention
to a man sitting cloaked in a black
trench coat, rapt in his conversation.
His trunk blended into the carillon
tower which he leaned against,
and the pale moon and impenitent
lamplight cast separate shadows cast
at unnatural angles around him. He
flowed out of the vague blackness
and stony architecture, but his
angular features also defined it. The
draping fabric of his coat delineated
its depths into shapes otherwise
imperceptible to my eye; his earnest
attention toward a point around the
comer of the tower implied another
listener though I could see none.
Any other figures were invisible
from where I stood at the height of
the staircase, yet I felt the gathering
presence of each faint star above.
Each globe hung suspended in
wonder, too thin to cast its own
shadow upon us two or perhaps
several remaining spectators. Instead,
the stars exhaled oxygen to surround
and strengthen the speaker’s voice.
Stolen from the empty atmosphere
between our stratified breaths, the
divine particles of collective air
intensified each syllable and sent
it rebounding through space or my
mind. Although I usually do not
listen in on stranger's conversations
unless they speak in Spanish. I did
not feel guilty, therefore, to pause
also and take in whatever philosophy
the enigma might be preaching with
such earnestness
I descended from the heights
with light steps, initiated into
whispers of the conversation led
by that mysterious visage. Because
there was no wind to rustle the sky.
his sweet voice curled leisurely up
toward me on ashen, acrid tendrils
from where it smoldered between his
fingers. I slowed from my usual brisk
pace — I had no more appointments
that night. I could have none, for
the dozen doors of the last building
on campus had just been sealed
behind me A solitary vacuum roared
through rooms recently left vacant.
Only littered meals and paper scraps
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By David Schofield

rattled and shuddered their way up
the machine's snout. Only workers
remained, and they, too, stood still
to yawn. The Late Night dancers had
dissolved into solitary wanderers,
and I alone had no destination.
“There were two angels,'' I
suddenly understood amid the
murmuring of the hidden man's
sweet, drawing voice.
I followed the sound. My white
cotton skirt ballooned out as it
floated down after me. step after
step crackling on cold cement. Each
clack of plastic ballet flats resounded
as I took each stair with the slight
hop of an awed child nonetheless
too curious to maintain a graceful
distance, but I remained focused
on the one voice. For a moment the
walk lay flat before me. and I stood
completely still. The skirt swayed
and settled back in a hoop whose
bright flicker must have caught his
gaze, for his eyes focused suddenly
on mine. Or he may have simply
felt me straining to separate his
human face from the dark shadows
of his own features. His upturned
face stretched down, punctuated
with a long black beard that seemed
to curl into eternity. His face was
not one I recognized or expected,
so I averted mine. Looking instead
above us. even beyond where I had
stood at the threshold. I watched the
carillon tower’s golden face draw
up. pointing back up to the stars.
“One was dark, one light." he
continued. I was near enough and
still enough to hear My composed
mind seemed to comprehend without
explanation
The clock tower's chimes echoed
him. pealing black and white time,
two hands separating even as they
met in a refusal to gray together The
cement walk before me was smooth
and unimprinted like virgin snow.
I felt cold enough to freeze into
crystals but too disconnected to fall
upon the earth I will not say that I
was his angel. If I was sent to save
him. I must admit to failure, for I
soon hurried on although thert was
nowhere I had to be.
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By Amanda Dinkel

STIGMATA
By Greg M. Schumaker
1%
You were smoking a cigarette
at your favorite table
in your favorite caft.

s*

h

1

-The Original, Most Popularnot feeling any requirements
from the world bearing down.
but the last few pages of People.
•
You’d taken a moment
to gaze longingly out
the smoke stained window.
to imagine the perfect man.
a beach, a sunrise, a day
w ithout a list of things to do-
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little did you realize your
wrists had begun to bleed.
streaming down to your elbows.
drowning your one beauty mark.
dripping onto Britney Spears
as you took another hit.

COLLEGE NIGHT
Wednesdays, 9:30PM-Midnight
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By Tara Cavanaugh
I didn't know it was what I needed until I got there, but when I
arrived in Pentwater, I let out a cavity of air that had been trapped
for such a long time. Tension from a tough semester at school
that was still clinging to my insides escaped from my lungs as I
exhaled my first breath of the crisp, pine scented air. This wasn't
my home, but I was home. And I thought that maybe, just maybe.
I will get to meet with God this weekend.
A friend of mine invited me. along with many more friends,
to go up north for the weekend and stay in her family's cottage.
Before I was part of the clan, this same group of people went to
Pentwater in the winter for a nice weekend get-a-way. and the
excitement and feedback from that trip enticed me enough to take
the weekend off from work and climb into a packed car for a two
hour ride to what would become a temporary paradise.
A truly joyful experience that weekend occurred at the beach
the following afternoon. There were 11 of us spread out over
the sand. Almost everyone ran straight for the water, but as with
all groups, there were a couple slackers. Some chose to just lie
in the sun. soaking up its warmth, relaxing God’s great beauty.
The waves were small at the shore, and the sandbar stretched out
further than I had ever seen before, but once I made it past the
shallows, the lake swallowed me into its rhythmic sway. Looking
north, all I could see was the ever changing coastline of Lake
Michigan, jutting in and out for miles. To the south stood the pier,
channeling a way for boats to enter and exit the vast lake before
me.
We swam, we played Frisbee, we goofed around. Eventually,
a game of volleyball began, but. due to an injury. 1 had to sit out.
However, this did not take away from the excitement attached to
that particular day. but instead, added to it.
There were others who chose not to play volleyball, choosing
instead to remain at our cluster of towels and read, eat, or continue
to lie there. This gave me the opportunity to converse with some
of my fellow beach bums and take our friendships one step deeper.
I learned of some pasts, some broken hearts, some dreams, some
desires. I shared my secrets, and my thoughts. We spoke of faith
and trials. We connected.
The day seemed to wind down quickly once everyone returned
from the volleyball game The sun wasn't quite ready to sink, but
I could tell it was getting close. A few of us wondered over to
the pier and walked its length. Past the pier was a large mass of
broken stone, which someone had named Mermaid Rocks. 1 could
easily see why. Without any hesitation, we all stepped over the
gap between the pier and the rocks and spread out on the empty
slabs. This was a moment to lose myself in.
Except for the crashing waves at my feet, the world around me
was silent. The voices of my friends near me disappeared into the
wind. I never saw him come, but I felt it when he sat down on the
rock next to me. Through the silence. I felt him lean in close and
whisper into my ear. "I would die all over again just to share this
moment with you.”

ATTICUS FINCH
By Geoffrey Holstod
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TRANSITION
By Nicole Baniukaitis
Summer, you are over
I can hear the mournful song
Of an owl by the river
Greeting the night-long
I can’t believe it’s done with
But the feeling’s in the air
I can feel the cold caress
Blowing through my hair
The moon I see is big and bright
Stars scattered everywhere
A pretty picture of the night
Unfolding way up there
I hear the cricket symphony
Playing a last tune
While resting birds accompany
Before departing soon
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By Amanda Dinkel

The colored leaves glow softly
Though just begun to turn
And shadows cast so faintly —
They are hard to discern
While soft-eyed creatures not far away
Peek o’er the forest wall
Each in their own way
iA
Bid hello to fellow fall

By John Wolff
Estelle wakes up in a hallway.
There is dirt and debris on the
ground and she can hear the
nearby sound of early morning
< traffic. Dust and cigarette smoke
a Unger in the air as she tries to
regain her faculties. Beams of
J sunlight stream through the tom
* 'and stained curtains in front of the
|: window. She has no idea where
t she is. After she wipes her face.
4 she notices a dark brown, almost
‘ burgundy stain on her scrawny
digit. She must’ve had too much
of something last night. She gets
to her feet and unsteadily makes
* her way to the stairs, her hands
guiding the way against the
* mustard yellow wallpaper She
opens the heavy metal door with
the DO NOT ENTER sign and
the chipped paint. White. She
cannot see anything but white.
Cringing, she coven her eyes
and groans
This is the fourth day in a
row that Estelle has woken up
in an unfamiliar place. Although
. she refuses to consider herself a
junkie, she cannot seem to get
through a day without heroin
or cocaine or meth or whatever
is available. The inside of her
elbows are now twisted and
scabbed from her unsavory habit.
She is a shadow of tier former
self. That former vibrant self who
could make a boy's heart sink and
was so desperate to fall in love.
Who was willing to try anything
once. The same girl who was
the runner-up for homecoming
queen Less than four years later
and now she’s the girl who’ll do
anything to get her fix.
#* Her pace is slow and uneven,
ttumbiine from time to time on the

inconsistencies of the pavement.
When finally she regains her
vision, she recognizes that she is
on 49th Street. About 12 blocks
away from her friend Susan’s
house, where she'd been staying.
She makes her way slowly to
the crosswalk, where a little boy
wrinkles his face at her and turns
away. His mother shakes her
head and takes the child away.
Estelle hardly notices the shear
look of disapproval and disdain
in the woman’s eyes.
The farther she walks, the
more people seem to be staring
at her. It isn’t as though this is
the first time someone has stared
at her. She used to be a very
attractive young woman. Before
the drugs thinned her frame and
darkened the circles around her
eyes. This wasn’t the same thing
at all though. She feels their
eyes burning. She needed to see
what they did. so she entered the
restroom of a nearby gas station
There are two other women in
the room; both seem to have the
urge to leave as she enters. Estelle
waits patiently by the paper
towel dispenser while the taller
of the two women washes her
hands She takes a look at Estelle
and ignores drying them, quickly
making her way for the door
Estelle takes three steps forward
and looks into the mirror.
“Oh my God.” she says in an
almost inaudible voice. Her black
hair is matted and covering most
of her face, which is a good thing.
There is more dried blood on her
face than clearly visible skin
Her mascara from last night only
highlights the chaos that is her
face It is red and raw She sees
#

herself through a mask. A mask
of caked blood and bruises. The
image in the mirror can’t be her
She cannot believe what she is
seeing. She reaches for the soap
dispenser only to realize there
is a strip of rubber still wrapped
around her frail, battered arm.
She twists the "H” knob on the
sink and buries her face in the
scalding hot water. Wincing at
the pain, she leaves her head
submerged Once the sink is full,
and her face cleared of the red.
she wipes up and enters the stall
to her left. Sitting down on the
toilet, she brings her knees to her
chin and cries.
Estelle wakes up She is in
her attic. Dust and cobwebs give
the room a gray appearance.
She can smell all the old boxes

and chests. The old brass
buckles of the ancient chest
in front of her shimmer as the
sun leaks in through the dirty,
cracked window. She is back in
Michigan. Back to her old house.
Reaching out. she slowly wipes
the top layer of gnme from the
long forgotten trunk. Inside is her
grandmother’s wedding dress. It
is beautiful. It is ethereal. It is
stunning. It’s as if time forgot to
do to it what it had done to the
attic. Estelle puts on the dress.
There is a mirror in the comer. A
long, full-length mirror made of
cherry wood. Stepping in front
of it. she sees herself. Herself as
a child Not more than 10 years
old. Her mother is behind her.
as perfect as she ever was She
whisper's quietly into Estelle's
ear. “See how beautiful you are.

THE MIRROR
You're going make me very
proud some day.”
Estelle wakes up. Back in the
women’s restroom Her face is
swollen from all of the recent
tears. Someone has shut off the
light. There is an orange glow
near the ceiling. Those last few
moments of sunlight are peaking
through the window. Estelle's
eyes follow the line of light as it
creeps higher and higher towards
the ceiling until it disappears. She
stands; making sure her balance
is all there. Opening the door to
the stall, she turns to her left. Her
eyes meet the mirror. She sees
a girl. She sees herself. Wiping
her face clean, she leaves the
darkness of the room. The mirror
stays there. She no longer needs
it to know who she is.
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By Emily Renkert

NIGHT ON NERUDOVA
By Michelle Powlak
She conquered the rail to rest on the edge and closed her eyes as
the earth's weep soaked through her pants.
The moon hung sideways, as if shoved askew by an invisible
passing mass. It lit only shatters of the ground like the remnants of
glitter on her moist face.
And she breathed searching for an oxygen that would invade her
blood and fill it with ease.
Something caught her eye on the way to the kitchen, perhaps the
dancing moon that hung frozen in a waltz.
She pushed free the glass and felt as the early morning air smugly
settled in her lungs — and gracefully leaned out her torso letting her
hair fall and twirl in the breeze.
Someone's apartment lights reflected and annunciated the quiet
river ripples. The sight made her chest heavy and she felt as if she
was stealing an irreplaceable thing.
As the charcoal map slowly drew on her face she kept searching
for that breath that would bring her one step closer or away from him
— yet she quietly stood still.
The kettle sung for her return but her mind ignored its beckoning
and her shoulders slumped pleasantly at the thought of no thoughts
at all.
“Oh, how to be so happy that happiness need only be the thought
of him."
“Oh. how lovely to smile at darkness and night and not think of
its dwellings within."
Her eyes crawled toward the sky. away from her stoop, and found
a life thousands of breaths away. A ghost, perhaps a shadow.
At once, one moment, the embrace of content happiness and
desperate sadness, she smiled and let the salt of her eyes gloss her
own lips.
So she sat. soaking in loss — gone and predicted — and wondered
if she dreamt a life she was not to live. If she felt a love that was never
to be returned and an emptiness never to be filled.
Her eyes fell — like a floating feather — from the moon to a
bridge where a shaking cloaked woman sat Her pink coat reminded
her of cotton candy and she wondered if the rain made it sticky like
spit-covered fingertips
There, with that thought, her smile slid down and. although
screaming to look away, she starred.
And she knew when he came to her it would not be the same and
she cursed the reality that she fought so hard to not see.
They cried while he slept and journeyed the streets and vowed
never to let go these feelings they reached And with a flash of light
- on pointed toe she hopped the rail - with that she opened her tea
and let it drown in hot water
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UNTITLED

He feeds her lies and heartache
When only yesterday he proclaimed his love
She docs not exist in his world
At least not today
But yesterday, ‘twas only yesterday
He filled her head with thoughts of a happy future
Her heart with emotions singing out
And her body with need for his touch
Yesterday, he gazed into her eyes
His own reflecting sweet love
So tender
He brushed her hair back from her face
And kissed her softly
Intensely
Not today
Today those eyes never stray to look at her
Her hand is cold without his for warmth
Her heart is empty, aching
As he flaunts his carefree attitude
And leaves her alone
Was yesterday a lie.
Or is today untrue?
How can such passion be erased
With no trace of it's existence
Except in her bittersweet memories
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SECRET DREAMS
By Danielle Engle
I will climb the highest mountain top
And greet the morning sun
I will stand amidst the beauty
Created by the Glorious One

m►
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1 will dive into the deep dark sea
And explore the hidden caves
I will swim alongside great blue whales
1 will wade beyond the bay
I will whisper through the swaying trees
And swing from vine to vine
I will hide among the prairie grass
And find animals in the sky
1 will stand atop an elephant
And hitch a ride through mystic lands
I will walk the length of China’s wall
While standing on my hands
1 will slowly leap from hear to there
And not miss a thing between
I will open up and spread my wings
And fly within the geese’s *V’
I will journey through a sandy tunnel
And crawl next to the ants
I will watch a spider spin a web
And with every creatures dance
I will descend the dark and twisty caves
With a candle as my only light
I will discover mysteries buried there
In the deep as black as night

•:

I will extend my hand and touch the stars
And walk beside the moon
I will view the earth from outer space
With no intention of returning soon
1 will bathe in the Atlantic
And swim to uncharted land
I will ride the waves onto the shore
And on an island, alone, stand
1 will get away on an African safari
Lead an expedition through the Amazon
I will hike for days through pouring rain
Find hidden paths to travel on

rj

if' I will soar on wings like eagles
And walk through a waterfall
I will climb the trees in National Parks
X
The short and then the tall
I will dangle my feet in the Egyptian Nile
And tour the mighty pyramids
Then ride the wind to ancient times
And visit the circular Stone Hedge
I will sit among King Arthur's knights
Hold Excalibur in my right hand
I will search for treasures of the past
And ride through all the land
I will hear my echo throughout a canyon
Listen to the repetition of my call
I will run straight into the setting sun
And onto my back I'll fall
I will gaze into the starry night
And remember all that I have done
I will rest among the nocturnal creatures
And fall asleep to the cricket's song
I will reach for the untouchable
And dance across the sky
I will run from the east shore to the west
And let nothing pass me by

The CVS is still open. I sit
in my car, breath deeply and
wipe the tears from my cheeks.
They're runny, at least I'm
drinking enough water. I could
sit here for a while and wait
until my eyes were less red,
my face less puffy. But I really
want ice cream and its nine
o’clock, who’s going to be in
CVS at nine o'clock? I decide
to go inside. There are people
in CVS. even though it's nine
o’clock. I walk to the back of
the store and pick out a pint of
Hagen Daes 1/2 the fat vanilla
bean ice cream. What’s the
point? I'm just going to smother
it with chocolate sauce. Every
little bit helps. I tell myself.
People look at me using their
full range of peripheral vision.
They could be thinking oh, poor
girl or / hope she‘s all right but
all I feel are get it together and
stop feeling sorry for yourself.
I am positive each one of them
is indentured somehow with
my father's mantra. The man
who called me years ago while
I was shaking in a fetal position
on the side of some road three
hours from home puking and
soiling myself to tell me to
“suck it up" because he didn't
want to deal with a hospital
bill. Self pity was allowed no
where near our family crest.
He would die if he saw
me now — shoulders rolled
forward, face flushed and red
from crying and yelling in my
car and carrying a pint of ice
cream around CVS. I'm that
girl. I am a walking cliche.
Even saying I’m a walking
cliche is cliche. 1 sort of want
to die.
That's what I was thinking
about when driving home from
work, death. I still haven't
decided what the best way to
die would be. I think I would
take a lot of numbing drugs and
then stab myself in the stomach
or leg. some place that would
gush, and then with my blood
write a joke but not finish the
punch line so it keeps everyone
guessing. I can just imagine my
funeral, the priest trying to link
my last words into something
meaningful.
something

purposeful. Everyone would
be solemn and respectful but
I know all they would really
be thinking about was the
punch line. I can see my poor
parents studying the joke to
find some underlining reason
to why I did it. Was she really
that unhappy? They would ask,
or did she really just want to
show the world how witty she
was? Leave it to me to try to
make death funny, but really I
just end up making everyone
uncomfortable.
I walk around the store
thinking about what else I
should buy. I don't think I need
anything, but I can’t just buy
ice cream. I don’t know why,
I just can't. My therapist says
people with bipolar disorder
are prone to shopping sprees
when they're cycling. Cycling
is such a cool term for it — it
almost sounds professional.
I'm a professional cyclist. I
get paid to go crazy now and
then. I pick up some hair clips
and chap-stick. I would hardly
call this a shopping spree but
then again. I’m unemployed.
Even when I had a job. I wasn’t
paid much. My therapist says
people with bipolar disorder
are prone to lies. In serious
cases most people who suffer
from bipolar disorder are also
pathological liars. Most will
lie even when they know no
one will believe them. They
make up elaborate, methodical
existences and stories that arc
in no way true. They live their
entire lives pretending because

it's better than being real. I
should be honest too. I don't
have a therapist.
The cashier is not the
cashier I'm used to. He’s not
my Rastafarian with the red
stringed dreads and the great
skin. He's not my Rastafarian
at all. he doesn't even know
my name, but he once told me
I should die my hair brown and
pull it off my face because he
thought that would be pretty.
That happened months ago and
he has never again given me
beauty advice, but I still feel
close to him. He might look
at me with genuine empathy,
wrinkling his eyebrows and ask
if l‘m all right. He might not
try to evade eye contact with
that “it’s none of my business”
mentality. Maybe he'd even
buy my ice cream for me or
give me a discount. He would
be my knight in shining armor,
saving me one pint of ice cream
at a time. Only if he can fit the
helmet over his dread locks. But
he’s not here. The cashier, who
I’ve never seen before, takes
my items and asks me how
I’m doing. I say “good." 1 hate
it when people answer “how
are you doing" with “good.”
It’s "well." If he knew me he
would see how my answer to
his question was an insight into
my soul. He doesn't know me.
“How are you?" I ask.
"Good." He doesn’t care
and he’s not afraid to show it.
We both stare at my ice cream
and hair clips and I now wish I
had bought more.
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By Locey Robinson
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HOLLOW BONES
By Matthew Southern

1 built a squirrel today
A flying squirrel with a blue hat
And hollow bones
The bones help him fly
He flew so high today;
But he flew too high
And cracked his bones on a star
Hollow bones
He can’t fly anymore
I’ve been in the trenches for a month and a half
I’m the last man who still breaths in this trench
I’m afraid to leave. I’m afraid of the noise
The noise! Screeching! Shneking!
I can't take anymore!
I've decided to change
I will live off my brothers who no longer live
I am a rat of the trench!
I am. I am
Crawling, slithering in abysmal sludge!
I am a rat of the trench!
I live off the marrow from the bones
Hollow bones
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It's not like it’s un
usually loud for this time
night
two sisters crying
in the street
light not
glistening
off their tears, they are
wi p e d
away
tooquickly. It is not
beautiful, it is desperatequick
un leashing of emotions left
to stagnate
when sober.
Bur neighbors are peeking
st um bles through

through
blinds. A man
the emergency exit onto
•
the roof.
He is drunk. He nears the edge
belligerent but not
threatening. The sisters yell.
"GET BACK
INSIDE.”
Somewhere in the alley
a last salute to
dead summer.

fire w orks
The man goes inside
and down

stairs to the car.
a girl stands in front of him
at the wheel, this time threatening.
She shuffles
back crying, hands
on (he hood still desperate
this time
beautiful

SURVIVING LIFE
By Lyanno R. Hampton *

in her agony.
The other sister
now back
upstairs, the door to the roof still open, the light
from within drunken giggles
and curses
still spill
out onto
the pavement.
dr i f t i ng
like fall on
the breeze.

My life is a wonder.
It keeps me compelled.
It keeps me emotional.
It keeps me elsewhere
I don’t understand it.
I don't know how to deal with it,
I don’t know how to keep it.
And I surely don’t know how to survive it.

c 0xtonwoo{/
Contact the Association Office Toda

It goes through ups.
It goes through downs.
It gets upset.
It even regrets
I’m so unsure.
Of its purpose.
Of its surprises.
Of its gifts.
It makes me happy.
It makes me cry.
It makes me question.
And it makes me sigh
I want to work through it.
I want to figure it out.
I want to survive it.
But most of all ... I want to be proud of it.

Forest
Starting as low as

Condominium
For Sale

or

Lease

S280.°%no
(based on double occupancy)

V* • Includes Utilities (except Electric)
• 2 bedroom, 1 bath
• Optional Den
• Now taking reservations
• Purchase Prices starting at *59,90*

(616)457-3714
Open Monday - Friday,

MARKETPLACE
ANNOUNCEMENTS
Don't let the cost of books
weigh you down. Lei Brian’s
Books save you money on your
new and used textbooks. Ask
an upperclassman. Brian's is
the better bookstore. Located
across from the water tower on
Allendale campus and on Fulton
Street near downtown Grand
Rapids campus.
Lights out when not in use help
to save energy in simple ways.
Thanks for your help Facility
Services.
Do you like to go bowling?
Every Wednesday from 8:30
pm-12midnight, Fairlanes hosts
College Night. 3 games plus
shoes for just $6,001 Also, there
are many drink and food spe
cials. Bring friends for a great
night out! 3335 Fairlanes Avs.,
Grandville. 616-534-6038

FREE CLASSIFIEDS FOR
QVSU STUDENTS. FACULTY.
AND STAFF. TWO INSER
TIONS PER ORDER, 2S
WORDS OR LESS, SUBJECT
TO QVL APPROVAL. MUST
ORDER THROUGH QVSU
E-MAIL VIA LANTHORN.COM
WEBSITE. CLICK ON
“CLASSIFIEDS’' UNDER
-FEATURES" AND FOLLOW
DIRECTIONS. IF YOU HAVE
QUESTIONS CALL 331-2460.
Enter to Win $10,000! Every
time you use an LMCU ATM on
Campus, you can enter to WIN!
Locations
in
Commons,
42nd/Pierce, Rec. Center, Kirkhof Center, Kleiner Commons.
Call
616-242-9790
or
1-800-242-9790
#1 Spring Break Website! Low
prices guaranteed Group dis
counts for 6+. Book 20 people,
get 3 free trips! www.SoringBroaKDiacounta.CQm
or
800-838-8202

PERSONALS
ROOMMATES
SERVICES
Looking to go tanning but want
to stay close to campus? For
ever Sun Is closest to you with
two locations right In Allendale
We give discounts to GVSU stu
dents and run weekly specials.
Please call us with any further
questions at 616-895-9045

Tanning The Beach Shack,
Tanning Salon $30 month un
limited. no copay's, no member
fees 2 1/2 minutes south on
48th Ave. 662-1956

HOUSING

HOUSING

Bart •oderi wanted. Up to
$250/Day No Experience nec
essary. Training provided. Age
18+ Okay. Call 1-800-965-6520.
ext. 226.

Campus West Apartments and
Town Homes now leasing for
2007/2008. Great location and
price for students. Apartments
begin at $290.00 per month per
person and Town Homes at
$325.00. Washers and dryers
are In each town house unit.
Stop by our leasing office or call
616.895.5904, Bus stops out
front.

129 Dean St.- 3 bedrooms, 1.6
baths, washer/dryer, pets wel
come, 2 stall garage. 3 season
porch, back deck and over
1,400 sq. feet of living space:
$950 per month. It is within min
utes to downtown Grand Rap
ids and walking distances to
parks. Contact Sarah at (616)
745-1549

The Grand Valley Lanthorn is
looking for illustrators for spe
cial projects and political car
toons. $25 to $100 per project.
Bring samples of work to 100
Commons. Call for an appoint
ment. 331-2464

FOR SALE
OPPORTUNITIES

WANTED

BIRTHDAYS
EMPLOYMENT
PART TIME INCOME Good
starting pay. flexible schedules,
customer sales/service, no ex
perience
necessary.
Call
241-6303 or apply at
work!orstudents. com
Now hiring: Exotic dancers, fe
male
and
male.
Great
money/flexable hours. No nu
dity required. Apply in person at
Parkway Tropics. 814 Lake
Michigan Dr. Just east of down
town campus.

WANTED! for
Grand Rapids area. Elementary
after school science programs,
no science background re
quired. Must have experience
working with large groups of
children. Hours range from
2-5:30 pm. apply online at
www. madsciencekzoo. com.

64th Street Apartments. FREE
Internet. Cable and Central Air!
Washer & Dryer In each unit. 4
Bedrooms. 2 Bath. Close to
GVSU. 10 to 12 month leaaw
available. $900/month. 3 people
max. Call 616-957-5680
Looking for a place to live next
fall? Campus View Apartments
and Townhomes offers you the
closest off-campus housing for
a great price. Now leasing for
2007-2008. Stop by the leasing
office or call 616-895-6678
Roommate needed for winter
semester 2007. Country Place
Apartments. For more Informa
tion please contact Julia
(586)242-1202

Off Campus Housing- starting
at $280.00/month. 2 bedroom.
1 bath. Price includes utilities
except electric. Optional den.
Call Cottonwood Forest Condo
miniums © 616-457-3714
Country Place Apartments and
Hillcrest Townhomes offer a
great location and even better
price for students. Now offering
free Internet and cable for
2007-2008. Stop by the leasing
office or call 616-895-6060. It's
only a bus ride awayl

Completely remodeled with
cool design layout, 2 bedroom
apartment, 1 full bath, approxi
mately 1,000 sq. feet. Only 1
minute walk to Pew Campus,
downtown GR. Located on the
corner of Fulton and Lexington.
$975/month. Ask for Tim at
742-3846

Roommate needed to take over
lease in Copper Beech this
January. Only $340/month.
Own bedroom and bathroom.
Contact
Whitney
O
517-944-5024

Lost something? Found some
thing? Get the word out. Go to
lanthom.com and dick
‘classifieds’'.
Lost black personal/business
planner- near Lot F or field
house. Owner lives out of town.
Please call 231-643-6110.

MISCELLANEOUS

i/i
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Come out and sec us at the new urban community
at Winding Creek Circle. We're less than a mile
from GVSU and a mere 20 minutes from Down
town l i rand Rapids.

TEACHERS

y

-

Your
Ad
Here

Apartment Finders! We help you
find better studios, apartments,
and townhomes at lower prices,
starting $419/month, $125
Apartment Rebate Available,
300 Apartments & Retails on
line, 800-520-2463, www.gopromo.com

<)pcn December 2 & 3.9 & 10. 2006 1-5 p.m.
Refreshments provided.
I
Builder max consider trades.
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Joseph Singleton
Account Representative

2675 44th Street SW
Phone 616-249-3266
and Rapidv Ml 49509
Fa* 616-249-3881
qrandrapidsfltnlliumstaffing com

Office: 456-6000 ext 323
Wendv: 293-4663

r
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Tuesday
acoustic music

$1.00 you coll its from 10-11
$1 wells & domestic bottles for
ladies from 9-close.
$2.00 domestic bottles for guys
from 9-close

Hours of Operation
Monday-Saturday 1 1am-2am
Sunday 12pm-2am
Happy Hour from 4pm-7pm Mon-Fri
Full food menu until 1 am Every Night of the week.
Open for Lunch Daily

Wednesday
live bands
domestic bottles
well drinks
pit everything else

Tuesdays
$1 Domestic Drafts 9hm-1
h Off Appetizers
9im l

Wednesdays
Thursday
girls night out
$3 specialty martinis. $3 frambois
$2 stoti dr.nks and $3 glass of
moscato d'asti for the ladies
$2 domestics for ladies and guys
from 9 until close

Friday
dj greg knott playing the best in Top
40 and dance from I0 until close

$1 Domestic Beers
*1 Well Drinks 9fM-1i
Vi Off Appetizers Qr i

Thursdays
*10 Bucket Beer

Bloody Sundays
s4.°° Burgers & Fries

2* m
*2.00 Bud Light Drafts 2' m 8 v
J3.°° Bloody Mary Bar All Day & All Night'
Over 60 Sauces, Mixes, and Spices to choose from!

Saturday
dj rob spencer playing top 40 and
aance from 10 until close

@5®D1?o)(5® @9®® K0TU
443 Budge NW
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INTERNSHIPS

EMPLOYMENT

HOUSING

CONGRATULATIONS

Grand Valley Lanthorn
Monday, November 27. 2006

Grand Rapids

(616) 742-6035
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Monday, November 27, 2006

By Shawn Zalewski

ARTS & LITERATURE

Grand Valley Lanthorn

RED AND ORANGE
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By Cindy A. Craze

The early fall sun casts a slanted glance
upon the sidewalk ahead,
as I move in the clammy shadow
of a beige and brick afternoon.
It is the nineteen-seventies
in an abandoned city
and I pari a group of bejeweled clones.
Some call them hippies; I just call them all I know.

Spacious 1 Bedroom units - nu t I .I'M) *<|. It.
Central Air
Washer anti Dryer in AI.I. mins
Kenl Infills al \H2>/mo
0 and 12 month leases

There is money in my pocket, but I don’t know what money is.
The air is cool, and the sun hot.
My face feels wet.
I keep walking.

lmmts

A scant few can border the dull road,
and I smell the sweet dirt of a nearby foundry
The sun has taken a bow.
I keep walking.

2 Bedroom units - over 1000 st|. It.
An Conditioning
On-site Lmndry Fac ility
Kenl begins alN201 Vi no
0 and 12 mouth leases

The sidewalk is my own.
1 keep walking
Where I am going. I don’t know
It is the nineteen-seventies.
in an abandoned city.
and I am moving in the clammy shadow
... of a beige and brick afternoon

j4li Unite include,:

Website lor 217 eoinimmicatioiw with management
High-Speed Internet and Digital Cable TV available
Bus Stop for easy commute
Dishwasher
Private Patio
Parking at Front Door
and Free Tannin#!

CteAusout

WtBi

CAMPUS

w

Allendale. Ml «M0|
(616) 8JW-.r)fWH
Tuiipiiswest.net

APARTMENTS

